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The time scales and pathways of heme cooling in both reduced cytochrome c and oxidized cytochrome c following heme photoexcitation were studied using molecular dynamics simulation. Five different solvent models, including normal water, heavy water, normal glycerol, deuterated glycerol, and a nonpolar solvent, were used in the simulation. Single exponential decay of the excess kinetic energy of the heme following photoexcitation was observed in all systems studied. The simulated time scale for heme cooling in normal water agrees with recent experimental results. In contrast to heme cooling in myoglobin, no solvent dependence was observed for the time scale for heme cooling in cytochrome c. The diversity of solvent dependence results from the different local heme environments in the two proteins. In myoglobin, it has been established that the dominant mechanism for heme cooling is direct energy transfer from the heme to the solvent. In cytochrome c, direct interaction between heme and protein residues forms the dominant energy transfer pathway. This distinction is dictated by protein topology and linked to function.

1. Introduction

Vibrational energy relaxation (VER) in heme proteins following photoexcitation has been widely studied. Understanding the time scales and mechanisms of VER in these systems is an essential component of an understanding of how molecular dynamics, intramolecular interactions, solvent effects, and conformational change is exploited in molecular signaling pathways.1–6

Myoglobin (Mb) is the most studied and best understood heme protein with respect to heme relaxation, energy transfer, conformational change, and the possible connection to allostery, signaling, and function.7–19 In their time-resolved Raman spectral study, Martin and co-workers found that the excess energy deposited in the heme is transferred to protein modes in roughly 5 ps. Within 15 ps, the excess energy of the heme was fully dissipated.20 Lim and co-workers identified a heme cooling time constant of 6.2 ± 0.5 ps following photoexcitation in myoglobin.21 On the basis of Raman scattering experiments, Li, Sage, and Champion observed a decay with a time constant of 4 ps.22

Using molecular dynamics simulation, Sagnella and Straub found that the heme kinetic energy decayed as a single exponential with a time constant of 5.9 ps following CO dissociation in both native myoglobin and H93G mutated myoglobin.23,24 For modified myoglobin, in which the two isopropionate side chains are replaced by aliphatic hydrogens, the relaxation time constant increased to 8.8 ps. The strong interaction between the isopropionate side chains and solvent was conjectured to be the dominant pathway for heme cooling.24 This conjecture was supported by subsequent experimental studies on the H93G mutant and similar modified heme variants of myoglobin.25–27

Another widely studied heme protein is cytochrome c (Cyt c).28–33 The heme in Cyt c can assume reduced (Fe(II)) and oxidized (Fe(III)) forms, related to its function as an electron carrier. Most studies so far have focused on reduced heme Cyt c. Champion and co-workers studied the electronic and vibrational relaxation dynamics of heme in Fe(II) Cyt c using resonance Raman saturation spectroscopy.22 It was found that the electronic relaxation time constant is 6.4 ± 2.0 ps, the heme cooling follows a single exponential decay with a time constant of roughly 4 ps. Photodissociation of heme axial ligand in Fe(II) Cyt c was studied by Traylor and co-workers.34 The Fe–His80 bond was declared to be broken after 314 nm photoexcitation and the subsequent geminate rebinding was observed to have a time constant of 6.7 ps. Axial ligand photodissociation in Fe(II) Cyt c was also observed in a later study by Champion and co-workers.35 The authors found that the distal ligand of the heme, Met80, was photodissociated. A multistep heme cooling process with time constants of 0.1, 0.8, and 2.8 ps was reported. Recent work by Kruglik and co-workers using 550 nm photon excitation confirmed the photodissociation of Met80, as opposed to His18, in reduced Cyt c.36 The oxidized Cyt c was also studied with no evidence of ligand photodissociation. The heme cooling was found to be single exponential for both Fe(II) Cyt c and Fe(III) Cyt c with a time constant of roughly 7 ps.

Molecular dynamics simulation of Fe(II) Cyt c, ignoring photodissociation, led to the observation of a biphasic exponential decay process of heme cooling with relaxation time constants 1.5 and 10.1 ps.37 Energy flow from the heme to the protein was found to occur “through bond”, via covalent linkages and hydrogen bonds to protein residues, and “through space”, via nonbonded collision channels.

In a recent molecular dynamics simulation work, we studied the solvent dependence of heme cooling in Mb using a variety of solvents including water, heavy water, and glycerol.38 A dramatic solvent dependence was observed. The dependence can not be explained using the bulk transport properties of the solvents. It was found that heme cooling depends on the detailed microscopic interaction between the heme and solvent. Three intermolecular energy transfer mechanisms—energy transfer mediated by hydrogen bonds, direct vibration–vibration energy transfer via resonant interaction, and energy transfer via thermal collision—were discussed for each solvent solution studied. In this work, we extended the solvent dependence study to Cyt c, in which the heme moiety has a different local environment.
relative to that in Mb supporting a different protein function. Five solvent models, including normal water, heavy water, normal glycerol, deuterated glycerol, and a nonpolar solvent, were applied to both reduced Cyt c and oxidized Cyt c. The photoexcited state of the heme was carefully prepared and the recently refined penta-coordinate parameters for the photodissociated heme were used. For the systems studied, the only direct interaction between heme and solvent was found to be weak thermal collision. No significant solvent dependence was observed for heme cooling in reduced Cyt c or oxidized Cyt c. It is conjectured that the diverse solvent dependence observed reflects and supports the diversity of protein function.

2. Computational Methods

2.1. Molecular Dynamics Simulation. The computational protocol follows that developed by Zhang and Straub.\(^{35}\) The initial configuration of the horse heart Cyt c protein was taken from the Protein Data Bank X-ray crystal structure of the oxidized form (PDB ID 1HRC; see Figure 1).\(^{39}\) As the difference from the Protein Data Bank X-ray crystal structure of the reduced and oxidized Cyt c structure is within the limit of resolution, we took the 1HRC structure as our initial configuration of the horse heart Cyt c protein was taken relative to that in Mb supporting a different protein function. The molecular dynamics was simulated using the Verlet algorithm\(^{40}\) with periodic boundary conditions and a time step of 1.0 fs. The nonbonded potential was truncated using a group switching function extending from 9.5 to 11.5 Å. For simulations in nonpolar solvents, weak harmonic constraints (about 6 kcal/(mol·Å\(^2\))) were added to all protein C\(_{\alpha}\) atoms to maintain the protein’s native structure. The temperature of the simulation system was increased slowly to 300 K. A molecular dynamics trajectory was run at constant pressure and constant temperature for \(H_2O\) solution and gly-h\(_{8}\) solution, respectively, after which the volume of the box was found to fluctuate about a constant mean value. The water box was 71.07 × 71.07 × 54.55 Å\(^3\), containing 9223 solvent molecules; the glycerol box was 66.46 × 66.46 × 58.08 Å\(^3\) containing 1830 solvent molecules. The final parameters of the \(H_2O\) box were used for \(D_2O\) and nonpolar solvent; those of the gly-h\(_{8}\) box were used for gly-d\(_{8}\) box. Chloride ions were included to make each system charge neutral.

For each system, 20 ps of constant temperature molecular dynamics was run in which the temperature was checked every 0.2 ps for the first 10 ps and every 2.0 ps for the other 10 ps. During the last 10 ps, the average temperature remained within the 5 K window, and there was no need to resample the atomic velocities. The system was then allowed to evolve for an additional 200 ps. Coordinates were saved every 20 ps for a total of 10 configurations. Each of these configurations was then run for 20 ps with the velocities resampled following the same protocol. Ten 50 ps microcanonical trajectories were generated from the nonequilibrium (photoexcited) state.

2.2. Simulation of Photon Absorption by the Heme. To simulate the absorption of a photon, approximately 52 kcal/mol of excess kinetic energy, equivalent to a 550 nm photon, was deposited in the heme of Fe(III) Cyt c. For Fe(II) Cyt c, a portion of the photon energy was used to break the Fe−S bond between the heme and Met80, so that less energy was directly deposited in the heme. It has been reported that the binding enthalpy for CO to myoglobin is \(-22\) kcal/mol.\(^{47}\) It has also been suggested that the Fe−S bond in Cyt c is weaker than the Fe−CO bond in carbonmonoxyn myoglobin (MbCO).\(^{48,51}\) The exact binding enthalpy for the Fe−Met80 bond in Cyt c is not known to us.

Metalloporphyrin vibrational frequency shifts with temperature have been observed.\(^{52}\) We assume that the excess energy deposited in the heme is predominantly converted to kinetic energy. On the basis of the experimentally measured frequency shift values of the \(\nu_4\) mode of Fe(II) and Fe(III) Cyt c (15 and 17 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively)\(^{36}\) and the temperature−frequency relation reported for a nickel porphyrin,\(^{52}\) we determined \(\Delta H\) for the Fe−S bond to be 14 kcal/mol which implies that \(-38\) kcal/mol of excess energy was left in the heme after the photodissociation of Met80 upon the absorption of a 550 nm photon. Several other values of the excitation energy between 30 and 52 kcal/mol were examined and the energy relaxation rate was found to be similar. In this work, 38 kcal/mol of excess kinetic energy was deposited in the heme of Fe(II) Cyt c after Met80 photodissociation and 52 kcal/mol was deposited in Fe(III) heme without ligand photodissociation.

It was found that the intramolecular vibrational energy relaxation within the heme was sufficiently rapid that the results were insensitive to the exact means of distributing the excess energy within the heme.\(^{23}\) In this work, the excess kinetic energy was distributed uniformly among all the heme atoms, leading to a temperature increase of about 180 K for Fe(II) heme and....

Figure 1. (top) Structure of cytochrome c (Cyt c) and carbonmonoxyn myoglobin (Mb) with heme (shown in yellow), residues covalently bonded to heme (red), and residues hydrogen bonded to heme (purple). (bottom) Depiction of the heme exposure to solvent in the two proteins with surface filled model. The protein residues were shown in blue and the heme was shown with color code (red for O, cyan for C, and white for H). The heme in Mb is more exposed to solvent than the heme in Cyt c.
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Table 1: Excess Heme Kinetic Energy Relaxation Time Constants Following Photoexcitation Simulated at 300 K

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>solvent</th>
<th>Fe(II) Cyt c</th>
<th>Fe(III) Cyt c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H2O</td>
<td>6.4 ± 0.4</td>
<td>7.0 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2O</td>
<td>6.2 ± 0.3</td>
<td>6.8 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gly-h8</td>
<td>6.8 ± 0.4</td>
<td>7.3 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gly-d8</td>
<td>7.2 ± 0.4</td>
<td>7.4 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nonpolar</td>
<td>7.0 ± 0.5</td>
<td>7.0 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For each solvent, 38 kcal/mol of excess kinetic energy was deposited in the heme of Fe(II) Cyt c after Met80 photodissociation and 52 kcal/mol was deposited in Fe(III) Cyt c in the absence of ligand photodissociation. The simulation data were well-fitted by a single-exponential function in each case.

Figure 2. Exponential decay of excess heme kinetic energy following photoexcitation. The simulation data are represented by points around the best single-exponential fit. (a) Fe(II) heme following 38 kcal/mol excitation with photodissociation of Met80 considered. (b) Fe(III) heme following 52 kcal/mol excitation without ligand photodissociation. The solvents are, from top to bottom, normal water (H2O), heavy water (D2O), normal glycerol (gly-h8), deuterated glycerol (gly-d8), and a nonpolar atomic solvent model. The decay time constants are summarized in Table 1.

250 K for Fe(III) heme. Recently refined penta-coordinate heme parameters were used to describe the Fe(II) heme following photolysis.

The rebinding of Met80 to heme has been reported from experiments. It has been shown that the axial ligand does not contribute in a significant way to the heme cooling, and there is no evidence from experiment that rebinding causes a significant energy change in the heme of Fe(II) Cyt c. As such, we did not simulate the Met80 rebinding explicitly and focused on the heme cooling due to the initial photoexcitation.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Diversity of Heme Cooling in Cyt c and Mb. Simulated nonequilibrium dynamics trajectories were used to determine the time scales of kinetic energy relaxation or heme cooling in cytochrome c. The average time dependence of the excess kinetic energy decay in the heme for each case is shown in Figure 2. The simulation data is well fitted by a single exponential decay function (see Table 1). This differs from the previously reported double exponential decay. In that work, a reduced Cyt c was studied without explicit consideration of the ligand dissociation. Our current work, which employs a more accurate model including ligand photodissociation, leads to results in better agreement with experiment.

In H2O solutions, Fe(II) heme and Fe(III) heme have relaxation time constants of 6.4 ± 0.4 and 7.0 ± 0.4 ps, respectively. These results agree well with the recent experimental measurements of 6.8 ps for Fe(II) Cyt c and 7.3 ps for Fe(III) Cyt c, indicating that the classical dynamics employed provides a reasonable description of the relaxation process.

In contrast to our results for Mb, the deuteration of water hydrogens did not change the heme cooling rate for either Fe(II) Cyt c or Fe(III) Cyt c. The same result was observed for gly-h8 deuteration to gly-d8, in which Fe(II) heme and Fe(III) heme have similar heme cooling rates.

For Fe(II) Cyt c in nonpolar solution, the heme cooling rate is similar to that in glycerol solutions, and it is slightly slower than in water solution. For Fe(III) heme, the relaxation rate of the heme in all solutions was observed to be similar to that in water. For both water solutions and glycerol solutions, the Fe(II) heme relaxed marginally faster than the Fe(III) heme. Within the statistical uncertainty, all systems studied have the same energy relaxation time constants.

In our previous study on myoglobin, the deuteration of solvent hydrogens changed the heme cooling rate dramatically for water solutions. This effect was ascribed to changes in the density of vibrational states that influence vibration-vibration resonance properties between the heme and solvent. This isotope dependence was also found for Mb in glycerol solutions. In addition, Mb heme cooling rates changed when the solvent was changed from water to glycerol to a nonpolar solvent model. The diversity of heme cooling due to a change in solvent between myoglobin and cytochrome c results from the different local heme environment in the two proteins.

In myoglobin (see Figure 1), the heme is buried in the protein matrix with about 90 van der Waals interactions with the heme pocket residues and one covalent bond between heme iron atom and protein His93 imidazole. The Fe−His93 bond is orthogonal to the heme plane, and it was found that its contribution to heme cooling is little. On the other hand, the two charged isopropionate side chains of the heme are accessible to solvent. They form strong direct interactions with the solvent, making energy transfer through hydrogen bonds and vibration-vibration interactions possible. The close contact between heme side chains and solvent also enhances energy transfer through thermal collision. As a result, the two isopropionate side chains played as the dominant energy transfer pathway in myoglobin.

In cytochrome c, however, all three energy transfer pathways are missing or less effective. The two isopropionate side chains
of heme in Cyt c are embedded in the protein and form hydrogen bonds with residues Tyr48, Thr49, Asn52, and Thr79 (see Figure 1). Energy transfer through hydrogen bonds to solvent was not possible as no hydrogen bonds with solvent were formed. The lack of deuteration dependence in the heme cooling rate suggests the absence of vibration−vibration energy transfer mechanism between heme and solvent in the Cyt c systems. This is consistent with the recent observation that the librational modes, defined as hydrogen bond hindered bending motion, play a key role in the vibration−vibration energy transfer mechanism between heme and solvent in the Cyt c systems. The only direct energy transfer pathway between Cyt c heme and solvent is thermal collision. The radial probability function describing the distribution of heme-solvent atomic distances is shown in Figure 3 for Mb and Cyt c in varying solvents. The heme exposure to solvent is depicted in Figure 1. The thermal collision mechanism is less effective in Cyt c due to the poor contact when compared to Mb.

The poor contact between heme and solvent molecules makes direct energy relaxation to solvent almost impossible in Cyt c. On the other hand, in addition to the hydrogen bonds to the isopropionate side chains, the heme is covalently bonded to four protein residues, Cys14, Cys17, His18, and Met80, as shown in Figure 1. These connections make the direct interactions between heme and protein residues the dominant energy transfer pathway in Cyt c. While we have demonstrated that the mechanism for heme cooling is distinctly different in Mb and Cyt c, we are unable to provide a more detailed quantitative analysis of the separate contributions of the many coupled channels to the overall heme cooling rates.

Why is the heme cooling faster in water solutions than in glycerol and in nonpolar solutions? We speculate that the more effective energy transfer through thermal collisions in water solutions results from the closer contact between the heme side chains and water hydrogen atoms, shown as the small peak around ~1.7 Å in Figure 3.

3.2. Energy Redistribution Following Heme Photoexcitation in Cyt c. We would like to understand how Met80 photodissociation affects energy transfer in the Cyt c. The photodissociation of Met80 in Fe(II) Cyt c following the absorption of a photon of energy 52 kcal/mol results in a significant reduction in energy directly deposited in the heme relative to Fe(III) Cyt c. The Met80 dissociation causes heme doming motion that subsequently displaces the linked ligand His18 to the proximal side and the Met80 side chain away from the heme on the distal side. The kinetic energy redistribution observed following heme photoexcitation was studied for Fe(II) solutions and gly-h8 solutions. Due to large thermal fluctuations, it is difficult to follow the energy transfer at room temperature. We quenched the ten configurations prepared at 300 K to 10 K. As has been shown in past studies, this approach provides qualitative insight in the heme cooling process occurring at high temperature.

The quenched configurations were re-equilibrated at 10 K, and heme excitation and cooling was simulated. Velocities were saved every 10 steps. The heme cooling process is slower at this temperature but trends in the solvent dependence of the energy transfer are preserved (see Table 2). The kinetic energy of the heme, protein residues, and solvent molecules as a function of time is shown in Figure 4 for Cyt c H2O solution (left) and Fe(III) Cyt c H2O solution (right) for the first 10 ps following heme photoexcitation at 10 K. “Other bonded residues” refers to protein residues bonded to the heme except His18 and Met80, including Cys14 and Cys17, which are covalently bonded to heme, and Tyr48, Thr49, Asn52, and Thr78, which are hydrogen bonded to the heme. The results were averaged over ten trajectories. The excess kinetic energy evolution in glycerol solutions shows similar profiles.
shown in Figure 4, the increase in the kinetic energy of the heme was similar in both Fe(II) Cyt c and Fe(III) Cyt c. Fe(II) heme and Fe(III) heme followed a similar cooling process: starting with $\sim 30$ kcal/mol of excess kinetic energy, about 18 kcal/mol was dissipated in 10 ps and 12 kcal/mol remained in the heme.

The distribution of energy over protein residues is different in Fe(II) and Fe(III) Cyt c. After dissociation of Met80 in Fe(II) Cyt c, His18 was displaced by the heme doming motion, and the energy increased by 10 kcal/mol dominating the energy increase in the protein. Subsequently, the kinetic energy in His18 and Met80 decreased quickly due to energy transfer to neighboring residues and conversion to potential energy. This process was accompanied by energy accumulation in residues with covalent bonds and hydrogen bonds to the heme, and residues with available through space energy transfer channels. After 10 ps, 7 kcal/mol of excess energy remained in the protein. In Fe(III) Cyt c, the sudden energy jump was missing. The kinetic energy slowly increased to 6 kcal/mol in 1 ps via through bond and through space channels and was observed to remain there for the remainder of the trajectory.

Following photoexcitation of the heme, the energy increase in the solvent of the Fe(III) Cyt c solution reached its maximum of $\sim 1$ kcal/mol within 1 ps. The energy increase in Fe(II) Cyt c solvent was larger by 0.5 kcal/mol than in Fe(III) Cyt c solvent as a result of the significant protein atomic displacements triggered by the Met80 dissociation and heme doming. Few water molecules within 8 Å distance of the heme have direct contact with His18, Met80, or nearby residues. It is likely that the doming motion excites solvent beyond 8 Å within 10 ps, delivering additional excess energy to water molecules.

The kinetic energy redistribution is roughly the same in gly-
h$_4$ solutions (not shown here) except that the solvent molecules have less energy due to poorer contact with heme (see Figure 3).

This analysis supports our conjecture that, due to the local environment of heme in Cyt c, the energy transfer between heme and solvent is ineffective. Direct interaction between heme and protein residues play a dominant role in the energy transfer pathway, resulting in the contrast between mechanisms for heme cooling in cytochrome c and myoglobin. Although there is a difference in energy redistribution in the system a short time after photoexcitation, the heme energy relaxation has a similar mechanism in all solvents studied. The change of solvent has no influence on the heme cooling rate for either Fe(II) Cyt c or Fe(III) Cyt c.

### 3.3. Distinct Heme–Solvent Interaction Dictated by Protein Function

It is clear from the above discussion that the diversity of solvent dependent energy transfer in Cyt c and Mb is due to the distinct heme–solvent interaction. The heme has been designed with different local environments in the two proteins to support varying protein function.

Myoglobin is generally found in muscle cells to store oxygen. The reversible binding and release of O$_2$ ligand to the heme Fe atom dictates the somewhat open conformation of the Mb heme to solvent. It has been suggested that the hydrogen bonding status of the heme isopropionate side chains plays an important role in controlling the diatomic ligand escaping process from the heme pocket.

Whereas cytochrome c does not bond O$_2$ or other small ligand, it acts as an essential component of the electron transfer chain between the two large enzymes, cytochrome reductase and cytochrome oxidase. For example, the electron transfer process in cytochrome c and cytochrome c peroxidase (CcP) complex has been widely studied.

In this complex, one electron transfers from the Cyt c heme to the CcP heme. It was found in the yeast Cyt c/CcP crystal structure that two hydrophobic residues from CcP, Ala193 and Ala194, have close contact with the methyl group of the Cyt c heme side chain. This methyl group, the docking site of Cyt c, locates on pyrrole ring C of the heme and is exposed to the solvent. Without significant overlap with the VER pathway, it was suggested that the electron is transferred through this hydrophobic interaction, following the pathway consisting of the Gly192 and Trp191 residues of CcP, to reach the CcP heme. The weak interaction between the heme side chains and solvent molecules in Cyt c, as discussed above, preserved the methyl group for the docking process essential for the protein function. This mechanism is similar to that identified by Friesner and co-workers as “hydrophobic enclosure”.

### 4. Summary and Conclusions

The time scales and pathways of heme cooling in reduced and oxidized cytochrome c following heme photoexcitation were studied using nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulation. Five different solvent models, including normal water, heavy water, normal glycerol, deuterated glycerol, and a nonpolar solvent, were used in the molecular dynamics simulation. The single exponential decay of the excess kinetic energy of the heme following photoexcitation was observed in all systems studied. For both Fe(II) Cyt c, with photodissociation of Met80, and Fe(III) Cyt c, without ligand photodissociation, the simulated heme cooling rates in H$_2$O, with time constants of 6.4 ± 0.4 ps and 7.0 ± 0.4 ps, respectively, agree well with recent experimental results of 6.8 ps for reduced heme and 7.3 ps for oxidized heme.

In contrast to heme cooling in myoglobin, no solvent dependent heme cooling was observed for either Fe(II) Cyt c or Fe(III) Cyt c. The heme was observed to relax with essentially the same rate in all solutions studied. The diversity of solvent dependent energy transfer pathways in Cyt c and Mb is related to the heme–protein topology and the heme’s exposure to solvent. In myoglobin, there is only one direct covalent bond between the heme and protein residues. The two charged isopropionate side chains extend into the solvent and interact strongly with solvent molecules, forming the dominant energy transfer pathway for heme cooling. The varying interactions between the heme and solvent in Mb in different solvents results in solvent dependent heme cooling rates. In cytochrome c, the heme is connected to protein residues by four hydrogen bonds to the isopropionate side chains and four covalent bonds, with no direct contact between the heme and solvent molecules. The heme cooling process is dominated by the direct interaction between the heme and protein residues, which is insensitive to the nature of the solvent. The distinct heme–solvent interaction character is dictated by the heme–protein environment designed to support the corresponding protein function.
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